1. Tower with paper cups

Simple but fun, we set up a tower with glasses, placed upside down. Between each glass we place a piece of paper. When we have placed about 10 glasses, the challenge will be to remove the papers, without the tower falling.

2. Throwing balls into cups

Let's see who has more aim. We put a series of glasses on a table. From a short distance, we throw ping pong balls to bounce off the table and into the cups. That easy!

3. Multi-tiered cup towers

We took the rook game a bit further and added a little bit of demand. We set up a tower of glasses, on several levels, using at least four or more glasses for each level. We need some boxes or sheets of cardboard to help support the tower between each level. And it is about withdrawing and competing.
4. Cup race on a table

Come on, with that lung power! Blowing through straws, it is about propelling the cups towards the goal and reaching the other side of the table.

5. Mueve la pelota de vaso en vaso

Esta es una idea divertida y complicada a la vez, a ver, algo hábil hay que ser. Y tener algo de fuerza pulmonar también :) 
Colocamos una fila de vasos, uno detrás de otro.
Ponemos una pelotita pequeña de ping-pong en el primer vaso y soplamos al interior para hacer que la pelota salga y pase al segundo, y así hasta que termine su paso volador por toda la fila de vasos.